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Who is K6JM?

• Licensed 1959 as Novice KN0ZXU.  Active until 1970, then took a long break.  

• Retired.  Was a programmer, systems analyst and later technical manager at 

a major corporation.  So IT is in my blood.

• Returned to the hobby 2003, tested for higher licenses and have been very 

active since.

• Focus was on HF until about 2010, when I started using D-STAR on VHF/UHF 

(but I still like HF and am playing with my new ICOM 7300).

• Besides Ham Radio:

• Dogs – mostly show in Conformation, have adults and 2 puppies, 

currently President, Puli Club of America

• Admin for W6CX DV Gateway, my son’s language school in Germany, 

others; do best to stay technically current

• German studies – goal is to improve fluency in German, can get along 

but want to get better, take 2 classes per week
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Topics for Today

• Intro – why this talk for MDARC?

• Background Info about Digital Voice (DV)

• Exciting new changes coming to the MDARC DV Repeater

• Q&A
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Why talk about Digital Voice?
First-off:

• MDARC has a DV repeater

• It‘s been called the W6CX D-STAR repeater

• It‘s been reasonably busy, but there are quiet times

(like most repeaters)

• It has a superb location on the South Peak of Mount Diablo

• Like W6CX (analog repeater), it has a great foot print

especially East and SouthEast

What’s New:

• There are also DMR users in the San Ramon Valley

• Last year, the K6MDD ceased being a DMR repeater

• The MDARC Technical Committee has decided to convert

W6CX D-Star to W6CX DMR supporting both D-STAR & DMR

• We’ll be calling this the W6CX DV Repeater

• This short talk will cover how all this will work
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Why Digital Voice?
• Bandwidth

– FCC is moving other services to narrow band

– DV modes use no more than 12.5 KHz, some 6.25

• Clear, quiet Audio

– Digital audio does not include hiss or noise, even 

as signals weaken (though it can suffer multipath)

– Digital just drops out entirely when signal too 

weak

• Digital Extras

– Radio can display Callsigns, Text Messages, more
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What Else?

• Robust Networking

– Echolink blazed the way & is still great

– DV now has many choices (Talkgroups, Reflectors, 

Rooms etc.)

– Ability to link bridges to bridges

• Very Active 3rd Party Development

• Examples of good DV modes:

– D-STAR, DMR, C4FM/Fusion, P25, NXDN
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Short DV History

• Hams use the word “Digital” for modes from RTTY to PSK31 to WSJT.

• Those have been around for quite a while and these modes are constantly being 

improved.

• More recently, “Digital Voice” (DV) and “Digital Data” (DD) have emerged.  They 

have become full-blow protocols mostly used on VHF/UHF, though D-STAR and 

FreeDV are also used on HF.

• In the beginning of DV/DD (2005), Japan Amateur Radio Relay League (with radio 

companies) created D-STAR.  And it was good, that is, it eventually worked.

• At first, we mostly had stand-alone repeaters not connected to a network.  

• But soon, we began to connect repeaters together.  Today, D-STAR has 3 protocols 

and 4 reflector systems; DMR has Talk Groups, and the other DV modes have 

similar ways to connect users and groups together.  My mantra since 2010 is 

“The fun is in the Network”.

• In the early DV days, a home hotspot (low power simplex repeater) could do a 

single mode, like D-STAR or DMR.   

• Ditto full-blown DV repeaters.  Yours is a Fusion repeater, mine is DMR, etc.
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Will Digital Voice Replace Analog?

No, Absolutely Never

• Many people will always prefer analog voice

• Modes almost never go away (AM and CW, to name just two)

• Most hams have Analog gear, while some are getting Digital gear

Some day, Digital Voice on VHF/UHF

will probably be used more than Analog

Hams love and should have choices
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MMDVM - What is it?
• In 2015, the author of a huge library of open source DV/DD software –

Jonathan Naylor, G4KLX – created a vision of hardware and software that 

could deal with all the major ham DV modes.  He named this “Multi-Mode”.

• Jonathan flew from the UK to present about MMDVM at Pacificon 2018

• As the technology evolved, some repeater owners like Don WB5EKU took 

the plunge and converted their repeaters to Multi-Mode DV.  

• At the same time, designers created Multi-Mode hotspots & modems and 

the software became really easy to install and configure.  

• Today, Multi-Mode is stable and easy to install and manage.

• Multi-Mode is Hardware & Software that supports more than one DV mode 

on the same repeater or hotspot.

• One mode at a time – other mode radios will not hear, but will see a busy 

repeater.
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Most-Used Ham DV Modes
• D-STAR

• Developed late 1990s by JARL, open RF standard, multi-vendor

• Designed for Amateur Radio, ID is Callsign, 6.25 khz

• DMR
• Commercial Land/Mobile, open standard 2005, ID is 7-digit #

2 channels, 12.5 khz bandwidth

• Originally predominately Motorola, now many vendors

• Very competitive pricing, especially entry level ($89)

• Yaesu System Fusion
• 2013, designed for Amateur Radio, ID is Callsign

12.5 khz bandwidth, config options (data, high-Q audio)

• P25
• Public Safety, government, developed 1990s, 6.25 khz bandwidth 

• Expensive radios now, but beginning to see affordable used radios 
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But Why Multi-Mode?

For Repeaters:

• In many areas, repeaters are scarce resources

• In some cities, it can be difficult to get a coordination 

• In smaller towns and rural areas, there may not be a 

lot of people willing to put up and manage a repeater

• At the same time, many analog and single-mode DV 

repeaters are underutilized

• In many areas, it is unlikely there will be 4-5 different 

DV repeaters.  Multi-mode can help the fans of these 
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But Why Multi-Mode?

For Hotspots:
• 10 years ago, the first GMSK modems came on the scene, 

allowing home-based D-STAR simplex hotspots.  (I had a 

business selling & supporting GMSK Modems until 2016)

• Most Multi-Mode action comes from home users with low 

power hotspots

• Many have bought one DV mode radio, then later bought 

another.  

• Hotspots are easy to set up and there are a range of prices

• Some of us have multiple hotspots at home, one for each 

mode.  (Yes, we are crazy). 

• But any MM hotspot can be configured for just one DV mode 

and will do the job.  Later, you can enable another DV mode if 

you want.
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How Do MMDV

Repeaters Work?

• Admin enables more than one DV mode

• When there is no traffic, the repeater listens

patiently

• If it receives a signal, it checks which mode it

is hearing, then switchs to that mode and 

repeats it out
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What Then?

• The mode being repeated now has briefly

gotten control of the repeater

• If you are having a D-STAR QSO when you let

up on PTT, the repeater waits a few seconds

expecting a D-STAR mode response.  

• The Admin can adjust this “mode hangtime“ 

• Users learn to glance at their radio to see if

the repeater is busy before hitting PTT.

• This just becomes a new habit.
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And…?

• When the current mode stops being active, 

the repeater goes back to listening for all 

enabled modes.
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MMDVM Hotspots

• The typical MM Hotspot uses:

– MMDVM modem with 10mw radio chip and small antenna(s)

– Raspberry Pi (often a small Pi Zero W)

– Enclosure for both

– An optional small OLED screen

• Simplex is sufficient for all modes, but DMR benefits from a 

duplex MMDVM modem

– DMR can support 2 simultaneous QSOs connected to 2 separate 

TalkGroups – not strictly needed at home, but it makes it easy to 

monitor 2 TGs simultaneously

– Examples:  

• ZumSpot Duplex (above left)

• N5BOC’s Duplex MMDVM modem (above right)
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W6CX Multi-Mode Project

• What

– Club member Tim K6BIV has donated a DMR repeater

– This repeater will be configured for analog mode using an external controller

– The controller will be an MMDVM Modem board mounted on a Raspberry Pi

– The system will be configured to enable both D-STAR and DMR

– The new DV repeater replaces our 10-year old ICOM D-STAR repeater

• Why

– We believe our users will benefit from having access to both D-STAR and DMR

– The D-STAR repeater is moderately busy, but we believe there’ll be increased 

usage

• Status – configuring hardware on bench, hope to install soon
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More on Project Status

• The project started early in the year, but I had a 

few interruptions

• One was a little visit to the hospital.  Luckily I am 

fully recovered and back in business

• Then my wife and I got a new puppy

• Then another new puppy

• Puppies are more complicated than Multi-Mode
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Distractions from Multi-Mode
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What Makes Up a 

MMDVM Repeater?

• A MMDVM Modem 
(frequently from ZUM Radio or RepeaterBuilder)

• A Raspberry Pi

• Pi-Star loaded on the Pi – uses browser to manage the G4KLX-

written MMDVM software

• Analog Transmitter & Receiver – must be able to deliver flat 

audio from the discriminator and inject flat audio into the

modulator (often use mobile radios with heatsinks/fans)

• Everything else to make it a repeater (duplexer, transmission

line, tower & antenna)
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Repeater MM Lessons Learned from 

K6PUW and other MM Projects

• Education

o Make sure users know to check if repeater is busy with another mode before hitting PTT 

using their radio (silence does not mean it’s not being used)

o All radios have a busy indicator (virtual S-meter)

o K6PUW taught us people quickly get the idea

• Hang Time

o A setting controlling how long the system waits for the mode it just heard (before it 

returns to scanning for all modes)

o The objective is once a QSO starts using a given mode, that mode should get preference 

– it should not be easy for another mode to interrupt an ongoing QSO

• Do not default-connect the gateway to very busy reflectors, talkgroups or 

rooms

o This would allow that mode to take over your repeater with network traffic – but a 

lightly used reflector/group etc. can be a nice enhancement to the system

• Scheduled nets can be configured to be the only mode in use during that 

net, so other modes cannot interrupt local users from hearing that net
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K6PUW Multi-Mode Digital Repeater

Covers LA Basin and beyond

Supports D-Star, DMR, Yeasu Fusion and P25

Owner/Trustee: Don Jacob WB5EKU
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Multi-Mode Future?

• DV Radios with more than one mode (D-STAR+DMR)?

• Codec-2 Open Source Codec – the M17 Project

– All current DV modes depend on a proprietary codec from

DVSI.  It is not expensive, but it is closed source.

– This project seeks to bring similar performance to an open 

source codec

• M17 radios?
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Resources

• MMDVM with G4KLX at the Bolton Wireless Club

www.youtube.com/watch?v=6s1sJqJdrOs&ab_channel=BoltonWirelessClub

• The Road to MMDVM – G4KLX at Pacificon

www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbJZkW3ZGms

• “Official” MMDVM Facebook page

www.facebook.com/MMDVM

• K6PUW – www.k6puw.com

• ZUM Radio MMDVM-Pi Board Modem

www.hamradio.com/detail.cfm?pid=H0-016486

• ZUM Radio ZUMspot Duplex Hotspot

https://www.hamradio.com/detail.cfm?pid=H0-017019

• N5BOC Duplex MMDVM Hotspot

www.store.n5boc.com/product-page/mmdvm-duplex
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Questions?
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